
>> Hi, I'm Laurie Bazeli. I'm one of the regional coordinators for student assistance as well as a PBIS 
coordinator. I think, by this time of the day, you know all the things you need to know about. Let's see, 
we're at 48. The end of this session, I'll give you the secret code and any other credentials that you'd 
like.  Shaler High School is gonna give us our presentation today. And I'm gonna let their assistance 
principal, Heather, introduce her staff. Thank you.  
 
>> Thank you. Good afternoon. I'm excited to introduce to you LeeAnn Guido and Jim McDermott. 
LeeAnn is everything that Shaler High School depends on on a regular basis. She's our social worker but 
she's so very, very much more. Five years ago I stepped out of the classroom, where I taught English at 
Shaler High School, and became an assistant principal. And I was charged with creating school-wide 
positive behavior, interventions and sports at the high school. And we have really evolved over the last 5 
years.  And one thing that we accomplished a few years ago was really integrating PBIS into our SAP 
process.  If you don't have a folder, I have tons of folders to give you. So I'll be around with them as soon 
as I introduce them. But these folders, the bridge that you see on the front is our PBIS logo.  And then, 
on the back, I was so excited this morning when our keynote speaker projected the triangle with the 
stuff written on it because we had done this. You can see that ... Well, I mean, I did like the ice cream 
analogy but the triangle. Our SAP program at the high school has become so fundamental in our 
everything flows from the universal tier up. And our triangle on the back I think demonstrates that.  
Everything filters through SAP.  So I'm excited to introduce to you LeeAnn Guido who is a superstar and 
runs the best SAP program in the state of Pennsylvania.  
 
>> Oh, so much for low expectations. 
 
>> So here she is.  
 
>> Well, thank you very much, Heather 
 
>> Well, I have brought with me ... Thank you for that slightly embarrassing introduction. I brought with 
me one of my SAP team members, Jim McDermott. He is a social studies teacher at the high school. And 
he's been a member of my SAP team 8 years? Awesome. And I love having Jim on my team. And he drew 
the short straw. He's the one who had to come with me to present.  So there was no ... Nobody was 
jumping at the opportunity to join me  in front of the group but I'm very thankful that he came. 
 
>> Sure. 
 
>> Thank you, Jim. 
 
>> Thank you. I think the only reason administration sent me was after the session went so well, they 
want to make sure if anyone tried to interview you or steal you, take you to their district I would step in 
and make sure that didn't happen.  
 
>> Okay. Thank you. 
 
>> I teach history, 9th grade American history. And I start my class, as like a bell ringer every day, with a 
survey of the day. And it's something weird, Pepsi versus Coke, what restaurant is your favorite, all kinds 
of goofy things and it gets kids into it.  And I think it's pretty cool what you can learn about people. So 
I'm gonna start the same way with this. How many of you ... I almost want to say you guys, that's what I 



say to the kids. How many of you guys, what do we say first, are familiar with the SAP program, student 
assistance program? Raise -- show of hands please. Okay. Oh, that's good. So ... 
 
>> The majority, huh? 
 
>> Yeah. Wait, who's not familiar? 'Cause we gotta know the audience, you know. So is anyone not ... 
The way I was feeling 8 years when I was signed up for this. Okay. That's good. Okay. How many of you 
currently sit on a SAP team, whether it's as a teacher, counselor, social worker, etc. Okay. That's what 
we're dealing with.  
 
>> Good. 
 
>> Sounds good. And that being said, since you guys said you all know about SAP that means you should 
be able to tell me the purpose of SAP, what you think SAP is ... the goal. Oh, your computer. Now it's not 
plugged in so it's gonna go into sleep mode every now and then. Yeah. Well ... 
 
>> [ Chatter ] 
 
>> Well, while he's doing that, who can tell us what SAP is, what's the purpose of SAP? 
 
>> What do they tell you in the trainings? Yes, sir. 
 
>> It's the assistance program to help students get services they need to be successful.  
 
>> Yeah. 
 
>> Okay. I think that's pretty close. 
 
>> There's a word or two they throw in at those trainings. 
 
>> Barriers. 
 
>> Oh, that's it. The barriers word. 
 
>> That's it. Absolutely. Okay. Well, thank you. The purpose of SAP is to identify and eliminate barriers to 
learning and barriers to students success. So at the high school at Shaler Area High School, it was pretty 
natural for our SAP team to evolve into the conduit for Tier II and Tier III interventions within and 
outside of the school. So our SAP team, we just briefly kinda wanna go over what our SAP team looks 
like.  We have core members of the SAP team who ... I'm the coordinator. So we have two SAP teams at 
the high school.  We broke them up alphabetically. We have 1,500 students in our high school. So we 
have them split A through K and then L through Z.  So we meet two periods two times a week. Well, 
each team meets one period two times a week. So I host four SAP meetings a week, Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. The core team members are: myself; our school counselors, and they're split alphabetically 
as well, so two counselors on each team; administrators; I have four teachers who are SAP trained who 
teach in various disciplines who sit on each team, so I have a total of eight teachers that participate on 
my SAP teams; and then our school nurse. Those are the people that attend regularly. And then when 
they're available we have a SAP liaison through Mercy Behavioral Health, she's there on every Tuesday 
and she attends meetings about once a week.  Our school psychologist comes as needed.  We have a 



school resource officer, which is something that started within the district about 2 years ago.  This is our 
second year, I think, with Officer Spiker.  So he sits in on the meetings whenever we need him or 
whenever he's available. And then we also have a school-based probation officer through the Allegheny 
county who participates in our team as well.  So there is a natural overlap between PBIS and SAP.  And 
these are just some of the points.  They both address student needs that interfere with learning. They 
both use a multitiered approach, utilize a problem solving team, gather data to develop solutions. They 
have a referral process. And they include some level of parental involvement. So when we started 
talking about putting together a PBIS team, and we kind of polled the teachers, "Who's interested in 
participating?" We really noticed this overlap between people who were already involved with SAP and 
people who wanted to be involved with PBIS and how there are so many similarities. Kind of thought, 
"Why reinvent the wheel? Maybe we should just see how these can work together instead of side-by-
side." This SAP flowchart, if you had ... I don't know, Susan, does everyone get this SAP flowchart? No. 
So if you were lucky enough to be trained by Susan Tarasevich from Western Psych, then you got this 
flowchart. And this kind of talks about the standard process of SAP through a PA.  So you have the 
referral process ... And it's not very small, but here, I made it a little bit bigger. You have the referral 
process. Students are referred. That's confidential. It has to be objective information. What are you 
witnessing in the class? And then that comes down to the team. We determine, "Is it an appropriate 
referral? Is it an inappropriate referral?" We gather data so that we can kind of evaluate the student. 
And that's data that we gather from teachers. Data that we gather from the student and also report 
card, attendance, discipline information. And then after we gather all that data, the team kind of meets 
together and comes up with some interventions and recommendations. And then we do support and 
follow-up. So that's all pretty standard. And I think that ... 
 
>> That's it. All right. Seeya, everyone.  
 
>> Yeah, that's it. That's the end. Any questions? Great. No, don't throw me off my game, Mr. 
McDermott.  
 
>> Sorry. I'm sorry. 
 
>> So I think that that part, you know, gathering information and getting to that point is pretty easy. But 
then, when you're sitting at the table, and you've heard the whole story. And you've heard what the kid 
had to say about his perspective. And you hear what the parents have to say. Then you're like, "Well, 
now what? What are we going to do?" We've got to come up with a plan. We can just say, "Oh, well. 
Sucks to be him." We have to actually have a plan to help this student be successful. So that's where it 
gets a little tricky. So we're gonna delve into that in much more detail in a few minutes.  But I did want 
to ... About 2 years ago, we moved into the 21st century and updated some of our data gathering forms. 
So Jim is gonna take some time just to review those forms. And there's an e-mail address down there, 
Mr. Ament. He's one of my SAP team members also. He presented at the last presentation with me. He 
has ... He actually didn't even know until today, that he generously offered to be the point of contact for 
you. If you want any of this information. So we will share it out to you, our Google Docs. We'd be happy 
to share those out to you so that you can just format them for your own use in your districts, if you're 
interested. Just e-mail Bill. Ask him. He'll send it to you. 
 
>> Thanks. So I'm going to talk about the different forms that are involved with the SAP process, the 
ones that we use. We have certainly not created all of them from scratch, but we've added our own 
touch to some of them.  This, step one, is the initial referral form. So I would assume everyone has some 
sort of ... I mean, how do you start the process? So say that I'm a history teacher who's concerned about 



little Johnny. Man, something's been different. Something's been going on lately, could be a whole 
gamut of issues, but I grabbed one of these forms. This is still a paper we send. We still do this as a 
paper copy, I grab it from where the office is or something, fill it out, put it in your mailbox. And the rest 
is history. And that starts the process. But, you know, as far as PBIS, most of these are examples of Tier I 
interventions. It says, "The reason for a referral." So I would write down, "Well, lately in class, I've been 
hearing him talking about these kinds of things. And that's making me nervous," or, "Dropping grades," 
you know how that goes. And down here, though, the counseling office and LeeAnn would like to know, 
"Well, okay. Don't just throw it in our lap. Have you tried some of these basic Tier I interventions that 
I'm sure most teachers do try along the way. And just so we know, not only just to double check that the 
teachers get to share some of the work, but also it's a record of what's -- it's paperwork of what's going 
on. So there's that. But this is where we started, I think this is the 3rd year, maybe 4th year ... How many 
people use Google Docs, Google Slides or Google Forms? I wasn't sure what I'm working with because 
once you get in the little bubble of using the Google stuff, it's like, "Okay." Google Forms ... Have you 
heard of SurveyMonkey? Maybe you haven't heard of Google Forms but you've heard of a 
SurveyMonkey, where you create these online questions and it creates a pretty little form that you can 
e-mail to people and they fill it out and you get the data. And you can do something with the results. So 
we'll go back if you don't mind. Yeah. In the olden days, you would send out to all the teachers of little 
Johnny, who's being referred, send out the paper copies, a big checklist, a massive checklist, and your 
return rate wasn't as great as you would want it to be from teachers. You know how that goes. It gets 
hidden under a stack of papers on your desk. You forget. You mean well. Or like me, I'm up on the third 
floor, and I never make it down to the office, and I just ... Well, now it's in an e-mail. So you click on the 
appropriate boxes. You can show the second slide, if you don't mind. There's some positives about little 
Johnny you can check off if he has any positives. You can check off any negative things like tobacco use, 
physical traits like change in weight or smells of alcohol and marijuana. And I think at that point that 
would probably be a direct conversation before people would just be ... Maybe, you already know about 
that, I think. Go ahead. So that's the assessment form. And the reason we do the Google Docs is not only 
her return rate is increased, because it's just easier. It's less cumbersome for me, the teacher, who's 
checking all my e-mails, "Oh, here's another e-mail, great." It doesn't take that long. But now she gets, 
and the SAP team, gets this chart and graphs. And this is just one question. This is one question of, I 
don't know, 20 we'll say. Right? Something like that. And it gives it in graph form over there, but this is 
like a chart form. Just the same information, just two different ways. But now the SAP team, we sit in 
the conference room there and we're projecting on the screen. And if we're talking about little Johnny, 
as a whole, we're thinking, "Wow, four teachers" ... Well, that's considerate of others so that's nice. 
Yeah, why don't we go to the next one. Academic performance. Five teachers saying, "He's not prepared 
for class." It's no wonder there's a drop in class. And if four teachers are noticing poor test scores, you 
know ... So it's nothing too new, it's just a little improvement on the other paper process that already 
existed. But we feel like it's pretty smooth because when your meetings with the parents sometimes or 
with the ... Yeah, the parents or the student, you can show them, like, "Look. This is what's happening. 
Look at this trend we're noticing. This is something you should be concerned about." And then the 
parent permission form. And then the last form I'm supposed to talk about is the actual student 
interview form. So if the SAP team gets the referral, the BAFs go out to the teachers, they send them 
back. We analyze it. We look at it. Wait, the parent permission was before that, but once parent 
permission has been received we do the student interview. And, again, we decided it was smoother for 
us to do the Google Doc, meaning, as a teacher my role is to be the middleman between LeeAnn. She 
can't possibly interview all the kids herself. She doesn't have enough hours in the day. So I go out and 
interview. And the other teachers who do this with me interview them. And we come back and we 
report. I mean, you know how that operates. I wanted to say whoever is in charge of the Google Docs, if 
you're not familiar with Google Docs,  whoever, if it's LeeAnn or if it's a secretary in the counseling 



office, you need to make sure you do file, make a copy, we've had ... We've learned the hard way, 
sometimes, where you change the original doc because Google Docs, it's live. So as soon as you make a 
change, it saves automatically. So you learn the hard way. But that's a side way. If you're that interested 
please talk to us about it. We'll give you all kinds of little tips we've learned along the way.  Make sure I 
didn't miss anything. 
 
>> No, I think you got it. So you're good. 
 
>> All right. 
 
>> Thanks, Jim. 
 
>> Nice flowchart. 
 
>> So all these things are really important components of SAP. But we really want to talk about how we 
use utilize SAP as the gateway to Tier II and Tier III interventions. And so these are some general 
examples. And those were on the original flowchart that I had showed you. These are some 
brainstorming examples that we could utilize. And we do use some of these.  But we have an even more 
extensive list of resources that are available to us in the process, with which we go through, referring to 
these interventions. So here is a snapshot of some examples of our level II and III interventions. If we 
identify that a student has mental health needs, then we have some of these options as a SAP team to 
choose from. And obviously, well, it's very rare that we would go from, "Student is refer to SAP" to 
"Partial hospitilzation," or something like that. There's steps that we take and we're gonna talk a little bit 
about that. We have resources available for drug and alcohol concerns. And then we have a variety of 
academic interventions. So we thought it's kind of hard to explain how this all comes together, so I said 
to Jim, "Let's make a flowchart. I think flowcharts are really easy to understand." And then I saw the 
flowchart. And I said, "That's not so easy to understand. I don't think this helps at all. But it is fun to look 
at." So then we talked about, maybe what we need to do is break our flowchart down and go through 
some case studies. So we're gonna do that. We've got four case studies to review with you to talk about 
how that flowchart all plays out, and how we get to the end result, and how it's really a continual 
process. We don't start, stop and that's it, drop the kid. It's constant monitoring, constantly 
reevaluating, how are these interventions working and do we need to step it up or are we in a good 
place? So Jim here's gonna tell you a little bit about Ryan. 
 
>> Sure. Ryan, that's Ryan, I guess. He is a 10th grader, referred by a science teacher for sudden 
dramatic drop in grades. Okay. So picture a student like Ryan. The teacher tried a variety of class 
interventions, just little things that teachers would do, but didn't seem to work much. We met with Ryan 
and decided during the interview, he was very sleepy during the interview, a little out of the ordinary. 
He is a nice kid but really doesn't have much direction for future goals. And used to play on the 
basketball team but when you hit high school a lot of times kids start dropping out and finding other fun 
activities to be doing with their spare time. He's no longer eligible to play as well with the grades. So 
what are we going to do? I think we decided to show this.  
 
>> Yes. So here's our flowchart for an academic. So kid's referred. We identify the primary concern. 
After meeting with Ryan, it really was evident that he just wasn't motivated to get the work done. He 
was struggling in his classes. Maybe he didn't understand exactly what was going on. So we identified 
that his first concern is an academic concern. And our first level of intervention is to look at his schedule. 
Can we add a study hall. Does he have a place where we can maybe drop an elective that he's failing, 



put him in a study hall. We have tutoring centers set up throughout the building, four corners of the 
lobby area. We have a math tutoring center. We have a science tutoring center. We have social studies. 
And then English, tutoring is in the library. You can go to get some help there. And then we also have a 
testing center, someplace that you can go if you just need a quiet place to take your test or if you need 
some extra time.  So we have some resources that are available, kind of like, I mean, they're not quite 
Tier I.  They're in between Tier I and Tier II. Not all students access them but they're available to all 
students for sure. So we would just introduce the student to the tutors. Sometimes they just don't go to 
tutoring because it's intimidating to go to tutoring. They don't know who that teacher is. They've never 
met. And they don't feel comfortable just walking up and saying, "Hey, I need help in Algebra and I think 
you can maybe help me." So the school counselor will take the student, "Here's the math tutoring 
center. Here is the teacher who's here during your study hall. This is who you'll be working with if you 
want help." And then the school counselor will check in for a little bit. And we review the progress. We 
have a case management style on our SAP team. So whenever the teacher ... So Jim interviews Johnny, 
now Jim is responsible for helping to monitor Johnny's progress. So he'll maybe mention something in a 
SAP team meeting, "Hey, LeeAnn, I think it's time for us to take a look at how Johnny's performing." He'll 
have a conversation with Johnny every once in a while to ask him how he thinks these are going. So we 
review the progress. If Johnny is doing well, he has a happy face and he stays right where he is: study 
hall, going to tutoring, counselors checking on him occasionally, fabulous. If Johnny is not doing so well, 
we kick it right back up to the SAP team and we talk about him again. And we say, "Johnny's not doing 
so well with these supports. I think it's time, we need to enroll him in our Bridge Program. And our 
Bridge Program is an academic support program that exists for regular education students. We just 
presented on it in the last session and it was recorded. So if you want to learn more about the Bridge 
Program, you can go on to the Pattan website and watch the video.  
 
>> Or you can e-mail the same name that was on e-mail. 
 
>> Yes, you could e-mail Mr. Ament who is shaking his head, "No" in the back of the room. And you 
could ask him for some information about the Bridge Program. But it's really great. And then in the 
Bridge Program, again, that review and evaluate process still happens. Are things going well in the 
Bridge Program? Great. We just stay there. Are they not? Well, then we move on. And we'll talk about 
that a little bit in the next case study. So that is Ryan. Why am I not working all of a sudden? My clicker's 
not working.  
 
>> [INAUDIBLE]  
 
>> I don't know. It's ... 
 
>> It's trying to do something.  
 
>> Okay, well you got us to James. 
 
>> Okay, James. Let's see James. 
 
>> Oh, um ... 
 
>> You wanna stay up? 
 
No? 



 
>> Nope. No problem. 
 
>> So with James, 12th grader, plays on the hockey team, academically a good student, comes from a, 
we think, is a good family. Very involved in the community, the family is. He was referred because he 
violated the drug and alcohol policy in the school. And he came to school under the influence of alcohol. 
So that's what we know with James.  
 
>> So with ... Yes, now it's working. So with James, his primary concern was behavioral health. So that's 
the other side of the flowchart. We look at the behavioral health side of things. So he was referred, it 
was a drug an alcohol policy violation. One of the great things about Shaler Area is that we have written 
into our DNA, into our school board policy, that any student that violates the drug and alcohol policy, 
there's a discipline component to that violation, of a suspension, but then there's also a help 
component. And I love that I get pulled into these ... Well, maybe not love to be pulled into the 
meetings. But I'm happy that my administration is so supportive, and they pull me into these meetings. 
And our high school principal, Dr. Royall will be the hard strong arm of the law. And he'll say, "You did 
this. And you are going to be suspended for 6 days, and this is unacceptable behavior. However, I'd like 
to introduce to Mrs. Guido. She's our school social worker. And she's in charge of our student assistance 
program. And we at Shaler High School don't believe that this mistake you made is going to define. We 
believe that it's a learning opportunity for you. And it develops character. And you can make the choice 
to recover from this and to make better decisions." So they are required to go through the SAP process. 
And they're also required to comply with the recommendations of the SAP team and all subsequent 
recommendations. So, if they don't, then they run the risk of being sent in front of the superintendent 
for expulsion, which nobody wants. So we have our behavioral SAP liaison from Mercy, Sharon. She will 
do an assessment. And then she'll make a recommendation. And based on her assessment ... The other 
thing is, the policy is not specific. So if the SAP team determines that, yes, he came to school under the 
influence of alcohol but really we think it's because he's got some underlying mental health concerns. 
Then our SAP team recommendation can be an assessment for mental health services, and he needs to 
seek out that treatment or it could be a drug and alcohol concern. So in the meeting with James, Sharon 
determined that it was just drug and alcohol. It was probably a stupid decision. It was half-day, 
homecoming. Came to school, started his partying a little bit early, not a good choice. But based on what 
he shared with her, she didn't really think it was warranted to go to a full D&A assessment. So she 
recognized some education classes for him. So he did that. And I think she might ... Well, she wasn't off 
the mark. But we maybe missed a few things because in reevaluating, and we actually didn't even have 
to reevaluate, James just surfaced again whenever he gave a half of a hydrocodone pill to another peer. 
So he reviolated the drug and alcohol policy. So he started out with just getting the D&A classes. But he 
had a frowny face and we kicked him back up to a reassessment with Sharon. And this time, he was a 
little bit more open about what was going on. And because he provided us with more accurate 
information, we determined that we were going to refer him for an evaluation by a licensed provider. 
Those are three, Shores, Pyramid and Gateway. Those are three that we use in Shaler Area. I like to give 
parents a choice, and they all offer different things. So I'll just offer parents, "You can go here." And then 
I can help facilitate some of those things. Shores and Pyramid both have mobile assessments. I can 
facilitate that assessment. They can come into the school, do the assesment. Shores actually can come 
into the school and provide the services for some students. Pyramid right now is just on sight, however, 
I'm working with Pyramid to get a contract for them to come into the school as well, similar to our 
school-based therapy. And then Gateway is out of district. So we identified that this drug and alcohol 
concern was a little bit more serious. We had the mobile assessor from Pyramid come in and evaluate 
James. But at the same time, we decided to have him evaluated for school-based therapy as well.  So we 



had the mental health assessment done because those two things can occur simultaneously. So he is 
now participating in outpatient school-based therapy with a therapist at Shaler High School through 
Mercy Behavioral Health. And he is doing outside treatment for his D&A services. He's doing that 
outside of the school and they're seeking that.  So he's a senior. We won't be monitoring him much 
longer. He's on his way to graduation. Academically he's doing fine. But so he resurfaced, he was a 
second referral and that sometimes happens in these cases. However, so both of those cases were each 
side, independent, happening independent. But they really don't occur independent of the other. They 
are oftentimes interconnected. And this flowchart that we're showing you is a really simplistic version. 
Each child has their own unique set of concerns. And I really couldn't show you a flowchart that would 
encompass everything. But, like I said, sometimes students, they have concerns on both sides of the 
flowchart and so, case and point here, is Sammy. And we'll talk to you a little bit about Sammy. 
 
>> Yes. Sammy is a ninth grade girl who popped up on the radar pretty quickly. Concerns emerged 
because she was referred to the counselor for repeated visits to the nurse, which could mean a lot of 
things for high school kids, showing up there. Counseling office all said she's irritable, angry a lot and 
then anxiety issues. She kept talking about anxiety. And then at home she was showing signs of school 
refusal, not getting along with mom and telling mom she didn't want to come to school. So failing three 
classes before too long. So she's referred.  
 
>> So we identified the primary concern. And really with the school refusal, with the regular visits to the 
nurses office, regular visits to the counseling office, we identified that her behavioral health was the 
most pressing concern. So we look at, she falls here into both. Which one is more important? And really, 
if we have an underlying mental health issue that's keeping her from coming to school, we can put any 
academic support in place that we want but it's not gonna be successful because it's not addressing the 
more prevalent issue. So we identified that we needed to handle her behavioral health needs first. So 
behavioral health, we have her evaluated by Sharon. She says, "Yes, definitely have some mental health 
concerns. We need to do an evaluation." We do an evaluation. And we thought that probably we were 
gonna need more than an outpatient level of care but we went with outpatient. So we have in 
outpatient with a school-based therapist. And the school-based therapists report, we sign a release of 
information. They share information with me weekly about, not detailed information about their 
sessions, but a very brief blurb: "Met with Sammy. She's doing great," or, "Met with Sammy. Things are 
really deteriorating, and she's having severe anxiety. And she's not participating. And she's not attending 
four of her classes every day because she's in a different office." And so within a couple of weeks we 
rapidly recognized that we needed a higher level of care and the school-based therapist, because she 
wasn't doing well, referred her to a higher level of care, which was a partial hospitlization program. So 
Sammy was referred by her school-based therapist and supported by the district to go to partial. She 
was there for a few weeks. Whenever she discharged from partial, we have a school meeting, some 
members of the SAP team but not the whole SAP team participate in these meetings. And we bring her 
back in, what's the level of care. We're stepping out of partial into a level of care, in her case it was 
family focused therapy. So she's getting some services in the home, not quite school-based yet. But now 
that we have her stabilized, because she was in the partial program, now we can kick it back up here to 
the academic concerns. So she maintains her family focused therapy. We maintain communication with 
that particular therapist. But we're gonna go ahead and her needs are higher than just adding a study 
hall and hoping for the best. So we immediately put her in the Bridge Program. And she's there for a few 
weeks. She's still not really wanting to come to school, still not performing in her classes whenever she's 
here. So we decided, since she was unhappy there, that we were going to try some additional Bridge 
support. That, still, being in that safe environment was not enough. So we referred her to ... We have 
two higher level academic support programs at Shaler Area aside from the Bridge class. We have Titan 



Cyber Academy, which is just what it sounds like. It's a cyber school that is ... They're still Shaler 
students. It's coordinated through the AIU. And they do cyber school. We provide them with a 
computer. Cyber school, but they remain Shaler students so they can still participate in the Shaler 
activities. So we have that available to us or we also have this program called the Shaler Area Academy, 
which is a blended school environment. And in that environment, the students have a reduced period 
day. They don't come in until the end of the third period. They're there for periods four through nine 
and their first five classes of the day, which are their four core classes and then their health and phys ed 
class are in a self-contained classroom. So the students don't go out to their classes, their core teachers 
come into them. It's maxed out at 20 students. That's all that we can service in that program. And it just 
really gives them a safe environment for those kids that have mental health issues that are impeding 
their ability to be successful in a building with 1,500 kids. And I'll tell you what, it's intimidating for me to 
go into the cafeteria. We only have three lunch periods and 500 teenagers is more than I wanna handle 
at any given moment. So I can totally sympathize or empathize with their predicament. And sometimes 
these kids are not sleeping well. Their mental illness is causing them to not sleep well at night and 
getting up at 6 am to get on the bus to be at school for 7 is just not an attainable goal. So having them 
with a late start, they come in about 9:20 every day. And we do provide a bus that brings them in. I will 
take a moment to say that the reason that our program is as good as it is is because we have a very 
supportive district. They really want to see students be successful. And I have not worked with an 
administrator who doesn't buy into the SAP process and who doesn't buy into doing what we need to do 
to find students success. And that really is key, is having a team of administrators behind you who will 
support this, all these different programs. So it's been really fabulous. So we provide a bus. The kids in 
the Academy come in at 9:20, start their day in their self-contained classroom, where some work is on 
the computer, cyber-school style, and some work is book and pencil and paper and lecture by the 
teachers. So it's very blended. And then they do go out into the general curriculum population for the 
end of day, eighth and ninth period to take some elective classes. 
 
>> And [INAUDIBLE] drop out? 
 
>> It does. It does. It saves money in a couple of ways. It saves money, and if we want to talk about 
finances, it's cheaper than cyber school for sure. So a lot of these kids are like, "I'm gonna go to cyber 
school." Well, let's try the Academy, for a couple of reasons. A lot of these kids do have mental illness 
and they just want to withdraw from society and the last thing that we want for these kids is to be 
withdrawing and not having any environment in which they can learn some of that socialization and also 
having access to the supports that we have at the high school. Our Academy students can still 
participate in the school-based therapy. They still have access to a teacher being right there with them 
to show them how to do things if they need it. And it has saved our drop-out rate because we can be 
pretty flexible because it's so small, it's kinda work at your own pace. Students that have high 
attendance ... or high absentee rates are still able to be successful. They can log on at home sometimes 
and do some work or whenever they come in they're able to kind of work ahead because it's not, "This is 
where the class is. This is where you need to be. We're gonna try to get you caught up," it's, "Pick up 
where you left off and if you can work ahead, you can work ahead." So we ended up, Sammy is currently 
in the Shaler Area Academy and currently getting family focused therapy. However, she's not being as 
successful as she could be in the academy. So we are not done with Sammy, just like we're never done 
with our students. We're continuing to monitor her. And as we get closer to the end of the year, we 
have talked about how next year we do want to start her in the Academy, but we very quickly might be 
rereferring her because this could be a girl who actually needs some special education support. We 
might have to refer her to the school psychologist, maybe, I'm no school psychologist, but I would 



suspect she could maybe benefit from our emotional support class as opposed to this. But you never 
know. So we will continue to monitor Sammy and see where that leads us. 
 
>> Our fourth and final case study is Brandon. He's a freshmore. Do you guys know any freshmores? 
Second year high schooler, kind of not really a sophomore though. So he, let's see here, referred for, 
well, originally, for openly discussing marijuana in class. It was overheard. Also, before too long, his four 
academic core failures -- core classes, I mean. And by the end of the first semester, he missed 24 days of 
school, which at our district, 24 is the ... You fail after you miss 24 days for the year, 12 per semester. I'm 
not sure how that compares in your districts. But that's what it's been for a few years for us. And he's 
been late to school. In addition to that, he's been late, 23 tardies as well, and he's arriving between 
second and fourth periods. So, he's not at school very often. So let's talk about Brandon. He's ... Go 
ahead. 
 
>> Yeah. So Brandon was definitely a challenge. And he is an example of a couple of things, one, how the 
process isn't finished in one year because Brandon was referred last year during his initial freshman year 
of high school. And we put a lot of services into place for him during his freshman year. So during his 
freshman year he followed the academic track here. We put him in the Bridge, unsuccessful in the 
Bridge. We increased additional Bridge support, unsuccessful with that. So for him, however, there was 
so much other stuff going on we did not refer him to the Shaler Area Academy. Instead, we decided we 
were gonna have the school psychologist get involved and do an evaluation on Brandon and see what's 
going on. What are we missing? What more could we be doing to help him? So at the very end of last 
year, Brandon was identified as special education. So MDE, yes, bam. There we are, special education. 
So, in special education, so that's how he started this year. He starts this year in our emotional support 
program at the high school, full-time, as full-time ES as you can get at the high school, which is five 
periods a day, four core classes: English, social studies, science, math, and then a study skills. Everything 
else is out with the regular education students. So he's full-time ES and not doing well full-time ES. And 
he's talking about marijuana. And unfortunately, even though he was talking about marijuana, Brandon 
and his mother are in complete denial about him using drugs or having any problems that are a result of 
his regular drug use. In fact, so much to the point where they became very angry at me for even 
suggesting that maybe Brandon could use some treatment in the drug and alcohol world. So, 
unfortunately, what we have to do is meet these kids and their parents where they are. I mean, we 
know, looking at the situation, it's very obvious that if you would not be smoking so much marijuana, 
you would probably be a little bit more motivated to do well in school. And you could take advantage of 
these supports that we have in place. But you're just not. And we can't just stop trying to help him 
because he's refusing to see that and his mother's refusing to see that. So then we just try to meet them 
where they are and offer them what they can, where we can help them. So we did try to work with him 
through the ES program for a while. We had a lot of IEP meetings, in which both mom and Brandon 
would come but they would refuse to address the mental health or drug and alcohol concerns at all. So 
finally, the SAP team, in conjunction with the IEP team made the recommendation to move him to an 
outside placement. And so we have some different alternative schools that we use to support students, 
just more supportive, more structured, I'm sure you're familiar with alternative schools. It's a smaller 
class size. So Brandon is currently in an alternative ed situation. He is not still addressing his drug and 
alcohol issues or his mental health issues and as I'm sure you could guess, he is still not seeing academic 
success. But unfortunately there is an end of the line for us, at least. There's only so much that we can 
do and it's really painful, I think, for all of us to say, kinda, "You gotta reap what you sow," when you get 
to a certain place. But maybe, eventually, he'll hit, you know, rock bottom and realize, "If I ever want to 
get out of the ninth grade, I'm gonna need to do something different." So we won't, you know, stop 
trying to help him but we've reached the end. Outside alternative placement is the best we can do. If he 



fails ninth grade, he's failed ninth grade. And that's kinda where we find ourselves. So we put together 
our SAP data. I kind of tallied it up for this year in particular. So far this school year, as of the 2nd, when I 
tallied my data, we have 186 kids referred to SAP at Shaler Area High School. So that's a pretty big 
group. But under academics, and again, these sides don't happen independent of another. So you can 
see we've provided 117 students with some level of academic intervention, whether it's Check-In Check-
Out with a school counselor, whether it's being in the Bridge support room. We actually have been 
utilizing our GATE program because we have some gifted kids who are referred to student assistance. 
And they really don't take well to going into the Bridge room. They are not a fan of that. So we've 
worked with our GATE teachers to kind of develop a Check-In Check-Out program with them. And they 
go into the gifted classroom. And they have a progress monitoring sheet that they do. And that has 
helped with some of our students. We've sent seven kids -- placed seven kids into the Academy. We've 
referred 16, so far this year, for MDE for the school psychologist. We've written 18 504 service 
agreements this school year. And five students have been placed out in the alternative school setting. 
Now, as far as the behavioral health side here, 75 students of the 186 have been screend by our SAP 
liaison, which is pretty big number. Sharon was a little surprised by that one when she saw that. And 
then we've assigned 44 of them to our school-based therapists. So Mercy ... We started doing school-
based therapy about 6 years ago, I think. And it was rough. It was really rough when it started. From our 
perspective and from their perspective, finding a happy medium between pulling kids out of classes to 
seek therapy, finding a way to let kids know and having them show up so the therapist can get paid 
because they're only getting paid if the kid's coming to the session. And then also having enough kids to 
keep a therapist employed full-time. So it was rough going but now that we are into it, we have four 
therapists just at the high school. And they're not there full-time but I have at least one Mercy therapist 
in my high school every day of the week. Some days I have two Mercy therapists in the building. So 
they've got a pretty significant caseload. But 44 new students this year. And then we have 18 that we 
have, and this is 18 that I know, we have recommended for outpatient therapy and they've followed up 
because that's really a big barrier. How many kids do we refer for services and then, for whatever 
reason, there's barriers to their parents accessing services? Which is frustrating, which is one of the 
reasons we were so excited about getting the school-based therapy because it eliminates a lot of those 
barriers. Drug and alcohol evaluations recommended were 17. Not all of those were policy violations. 
And we can't do anything about the non-policy violators, so those are just recommendations. Some of 
them have followed through, some of them not so much. And then six students have been sent to a 
partial hospitalization program. So we've had a lot of interventions. Again, all of these things just kinda 
continue. They continue to be monitored. And I feel like our program ... I think we help a lot of students. 
I feel really comfortable in what we have to offer. I think our students at Shaler are pretty lucky. And I 
think looking at this, you might think that we're a lucky district. I mean, that's a lot of different support 
services, a lot of different things that we have to choose from, a lot of different programs that we've 
incorporated within our high school building. But we are not a wealthy district. I would like to be very 
clear about that. We have, just in the high school, over 33 percent of our population is economically 
disadvantaged. We have a special education population in the high school that's close to twenty 
percent. We are by no means a resource heavy district. But what we have done, is over time we've 
looked very closely at what we do have available to us. And we've tweaked. And we've changed. And 
we've sucked every single piece of energy out of every single rock that we have to find programs that 
work. And it also helps that we have a lot of really compassionate staff members and teachers that want 
to see students be successful. So despite these two perceived barriers of our social-economic status and 
the economically disadvantaged and our high special ed population, we are very proud of our 89 percent 
graduation rate and our SPP score of 80.7, which puts us in the top 25 percent of districts in 
Pennsylvania. So we're working hard. Our students are responding for a large portion of it. And this, like 
I said, is by no means an inclusive list of the supports that we have. There are some other things that I 



didn't even ... I didn't even really really talk about attendance barriers that happen with students aside 
from mental health ones. We can refer to the ... For some freshman, we can refer to the truancy task 
force in Allegheny county to get some assistance through CYF to get kids to come to school. But that 
stops at age 14. So I have a very short window that I can utilize that support. We can use our local 
magistrate, which can be helpful for some students. Some students are scared by that, and they'll 
change their behavior, but other students not so much. So I do utilize CYF. I have been known to file my 
own dependency petition with CYF for students who don't come to school. I'm developing quite a 
reputation, I think, at the courthouse downtown, but that's okay. We also collaborate with our local 
police department. Shaler Area is made up of five boroughs, Etna, Millvale, Reserve, Shaler and ... 
 
>> There's only four. 
 
>> Oh, just the four? 
 
>> Four. Yeah, four. 
 
>> So we work with those police departments. And we meet monthly. A representative from each of the 
police departments, a representative from each of the schools, and that's a district-wide initiative, not 
just the high school. We meet to talk about concerns, "We have concerns with this student. Can you 
help support us in the community as a police department," or the police will say, "We have a concern. Is 
there something we can do at school? Can we work together?" Our school resource officer has been 
really helpful with that. So we have that collaboration. And then also, we've just recently established a 
more active collaboration with the Office of Mental Health through Allegheny county and utilizing some 
supports through there. So there are a lot of resources out there. Not all of them cost money, it's just a 
matter of finding them and then accessing them. And, again, it's all about monitoring and implementing 
and reviewing and then changing and knowing that, really, no plan is final, I think. So that's all that ... I 
think that's all we have. I don't even know what time it is. But we wanted to leave a little bit of time for 
questions, if anybody had any questions. Yes. 
 
>> I guess I'm just wondering if SAP has to have parent, you know, do you have to have a permission 
slip? How do you document the parents that refused because it sounds like you didn't get the resources 
that you still are allowed to give? 
 
>> Yes. We do as many as we can. Let me click back to our permission form. A few years ago I did change 
our permission form. I don't always get it. So you don't have to have written permission, you know? You 
can have verbal permission.  
 
>> Yeah. [INAUDIBLE]  
 
>> And my ... No, I can have verbal permission with SAP. Susan, help me out here.  
 
>> As long as it's documented.  
 
>> Here's what we teach in SAP training. And if I'm talking wrong, I apologize. We, 99 percent of the 
time, try to get ... I don't need it. 
 
>> Yeah. The lady wants you to have it. 
 



>> She wants you to have it. 
 
>> Oh, she wants me to have it. I'm sorry. Ninety-nine percent of the time, we recommend that you get 
the written, informed consent of the parent. Case closed. But, in that small percentage of kids that you 
know you're not gonna get that paperwork back from, don't not get that kid help. And so what we teach 
in our SAP training is call the parent on the phone. Have someone in the office with you. Talk to the 
parent, "Do you give your permission? We need to document this." "Yes, we give permission." "I will 
need you to send that form back. Now, you've given consent, I'm gonna write that down and sign it and 
date it and time it. Now, you're gonna talk to my principal, Dr. So-and-so. Tell him the same thing you 
told me." And in some cases you do need ... I mean, that will meet your criteria. And you don't stop 
trying to get the written, informed consent of the parent but it's not, "Oh, you don't need it," it's, "In 
special circumstances, you try very hard " ... 
 
>> To get it. 
 
>> Yeah. And verbal consent in hospitals suffices. So document, document, document. And that way 
they can't come back and say, "Well, I never. I never." You had a witness. 
 
>> Mm-hmm. And so that's what I do. I have a very detailed tracking sheet for each of my kids that's 
referred to SAP. And on there I have, "Parent permission was received," and then I circle whether it was 
written or verbal. And if it's verbal I have a place for two witnesses. And so then there's two signatures 
next to the verbal, "We got verbal permission." However, so many times what happens is, we get the 
verbal permission. And then our recommendation is gonna result in a parent meeting anyway. So when I 
have that parent come in for a parent meeting, I always have them sign the consent form, so I have that 
on file. 
 
>> Uh, and I was more interested in those parents that flat out say, "No." 
 
>> Yes. So here, in the bottom, now I had to change this because I had it worded in a way, which I 
recognize it was my little passive-aggressive way of saying, "You're a bad parent," so I changed it last 
year to this little line here. So this is my permission form. This describes briefly what SAP is. And then 
here, they write their name, and they say, "Yes. I consent to initiate the SAP process for this school year. 
I understand the team will be collecting information. They'll meet with my child. We'll come up with a 
plan. And that your input is welcome and valued and I would really like to have it." So that's what this 
little blurb says. I think there might be a copy of this in your folder. I'm not really sure.  
 
>> Yes. 
 
>> Okay. But then down here, I have this little, "I decline the recommendations to initiate the SAP 
process during the '15-'16 school year." So if I'm in a parent meeting, and I've had this a couple times. I 
had a man say, "I don't need that stupid SAP stuff." I'm like, "I disagree. However, could you just check 
that box and sign right there?" And I make them check that box and sign right there because, again, at 
the end of the year, when their kid failing multiple classes, and they call me up and say, "You didn't do 
anything to help my child." I can say, and I keep their SAP folders for all years. Like, even if they're not 
referred again in the high school, I keep it. So my current seniors, I have their refusal from freshman 
year.  
 



>> But when I was looking at your interventions, there are some things you can implement without 
permission.  
 
>> That's correct. 
 
>> And my question is, do you have a different ... because it sounds to me like you're calling your PBS 
team your SAP team but if a kid falls outside of that, you just document it in a different way? 
 
>> So if I don't get SAP permission, typically the school counselor is the point of contact. And the school 
counselor can implement a lot of these services through, just as being the school counselor. I mean, 
those are all things that they can do. The difference is, I don't have, I can't have one of my team 
members do the interview. The school counselor pulls them in, has a conversation, basically does the 
same information gathering process. But it doesn't, I don't get to include them in my SAP data for the 
year.  
 
>> Thanks. 
 
>> But yes, we don't just not help a kid because I can't get parent permission. 
 
>> Yeah. 
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] 
 
>> And I also, if I don't get ... So another CYA thing that I do do is I have refusal letters, and I have no 
response letters. And I send those out. So I will document, I tried to call the parent on this date. Tried to 
call the parent on this date. Tried to call the parent on this date. I'm not getting an answer. So then I 
include another permission form, another SAP brochure, which we have color copies but I couldn't 
afford to make color copies for all of you. So I'll send a, "Hey, as I mentioned in the previous letter I sent 
to you, your child was referred to the student assistance program. We still think your child could benefit 
from this program. However, you haven't responded to any of my messages or the previous letter. If you 
would like to receive these services, sign the enclosed permission form and send it back to me. If I don't 
hear from you I'm going to assume that you're not interested at this time. But if you change your mind 
please call me." And I file that in their file and I have that on ... Or, subsequently if they say to me on the 
phone, "I don't want your services." Then I send them a letter that says, "We spoke on this date. You 
indicated you didn't want SAP services. If you change your mind please call me." And I send that to them 
as well. And I keep that on file. 
 
>> What if it's like a school-wide Tier II intervention, like for example, Check-In Check-Out. We as a 
school district always get parent permission if we're ever doing that type of thing.  
 
>> Mm-hmm. 
 
>> Because the child goes home and says, "I'm meeting with so-and-so." And they're like, "Well, I never 
gave permission." Do you get permission for more Tier II intervention but Tier I?  
 
>> Yes. So if it was Check-In Check-Out with a school counselor, but if it was Check-In Check-Out with 
our Bridge teachers, then, yes. I would have to have at least permission over the phone. And I have ... I 
mean, I'm not gonna lie to you. I have, on a couple of occasions, when we have a kid that just 



desperately needs the help. And part of the reason they need the help is because there's just, like, no 
support at home at all, they have no support. So my point of contact to help that kid is really that kid. 
You know, I'm not getting any real response. So sometimes I have, just with a ... If I can finally get that 
parent on the phone and say, "Listen, this is what's going on with your kid. This is a program we have 
available to help. It's the Bridge Program. And we'd really like to put them in that program. Are you okay 
with it?" And they say, "Yes." That's it. I say, "Can you give me an e-mail address so we can get in touch 
with you and provide the reports, the written reports that we do." And I will, on a rare occasion put a 
student in a higher level support program without parent permission. And sometimes they're really 
successful but we really do find we require that parental involvement to see the maximum benefit from 
any of these interventions. So we really do try every avenue. Sometimes we'll even just send the stuff 
home with the kid. And we'll say, "Hey, take this note to your parent and have them call me," or we'll go 
to the house, we do home visits. Sometimes we'll just go knock on a door or, I've been known to show 
up at work. "Hey, can I come visit you at work and just have you sign these papers so that we can help 
your kid." You just have to be creative. It's been helpful having the school resource officer because, you 
know, since I ... I've been working there for 12 years. When I first started I would gladly make a home 
visit by myself. Now I take a counselor or Officer Spiker with me when I make a home visit. So we just 
try. Mm-hmm? 
 
>> At what point do you do, like, FBAs and behavior plans? 
 
>> Yes. So FBAs and behavior plans, I don't know anybody that doesn't get, like, a clenchy stomach when 
you think about those things. We don't don't do them regularly for our regular ed kids. Special ed kids, I 
mean obviously, if we have an emotional support kid, they all have an FBA. Sometimes in this ... Those 
FBAs for special ed kids go more through the IEP team, not through the SAP team. But we do have a 
couple of kids with 504s that need to have an FBA or a behavior plan. I don't know that there's really a 
specific time that we're like ... I think it's just basically when it becomes all of of our other options ... 
We've run out of other options. And we have to be creative. We're like, "Maybe it's time to" ... 
 
>> All the students in the program that are going through all the [INAUDIBLE] they don't have a 
[INAUDIBLE]. I just feel like I'm writing them all the time, and I think they're more helpful with kids. So 
it's nice to hear that, "Hey, you can actually help kids and not have to -- and always writing everything 
up."  
 
>> Yeah, I mean, not an FBA. I would say I have a treatment plan. It's not really a formal treatment plan 
but I do have, you know, I document, "This is what our recommendations are," and then I document, 
"This is what the family and the student have agreed to  and this is what we've done." And then I'll 
update my notes every once in a while to say, "This is how it's going." Just recently had a spreadsheet e-
mailed to me that I might be trying to implement because that is something. I mean, certainly, you 
know, Heather says great things about me and our SAP team. And I do think that we have a really good 
SAP team. But there's always room for improvement. So I would like to do a better job of kind of 
documenting a treatment plan, and I'd like to do a better job of following with the teachers. I think we 
try to follow up with them as much as possible, but I think if you survey Shaler Area High School, the 
teachers would say the biggest problem is they don't hear anything about what happens. And I think we 
don't hear anything, but you're seeing some results, right?  The kids come in to your class more often 
and they're doing better and they're turning in their work. So do I really need to call you up and say, 
"Hey, it's working"? Or can you just see that it's working?  And I'm not going to tell you I put them in 
therapy.  Like, I'm not going to say I recommended therapy, and they started seeing a therapist. That's 



not your business. So it's a a struggle. We're always evolving and trying to be better because we always 
can be better.  
 
>> How does your school pay for [INAUDIBLE].  
 
>> Our school doesn't pay a penny for school-based therapists, except for the cost of electricity to turn 
on the lights in the office. We don't pay anything. Mercy covers -- Mercy has their own everything. They 
send their -- I mean their therapists are paid by Mercy. And we do have an agreement. We have to sign 
an agreement every year with the district that we're providing a space for them to provide their 
services. But we are a licensed site in Allegheny County. So they had to go to Allegheny County and get 
permission to use Shaler Area as a licensed site, which is why I can only have Mercy. I have asked about 
the ability to bring in a second agency again because of choice. I'd like my students to have a choice, and 
also because Mercy Behavioral Health does not accept every possible insurance plan. For a while, I had 
kids on a waiting list because they couldn't find another therapist to fill my need. So I had kids on a 
waiting list, which was frustrating to me. I'm like, "Why can't I just get another agency?" Allegheny 
County offers one licensing site, like one license per site. So I don't pay a penny, and I won't be paying a 
penny for the Pyramid Program either. Again, except for the electricity to turn on the lights. So ... 
 
>> Tell them how that's going to hopefully be an intensive outpatient community. 
 
>> Yeah. Well, I might like to do that, but I don't know that I fully understand it myself. 
 
>> Okay. 
 
>> But they did tell me Pyramid is -- and they've done this. They do this in Erie County. We will be the 
first school in Allegheny County that they are rolling out this school based program with. But they said 
they will be able to utilize our school. The license will be written so that they could utilize our school for 
after-school hours to do an intensive outpatient. And somebody asked me if it would be like ... could 
other students from other districts come in. And I don't know. And truth be told, the only thing I've 
gotten is the letter of intent from them. It's going to my school board next month for approval. So that's 
where we are in the process is I need to get board approval. And then if I can get board approval, fingers 
crossed, I'll be able to eliminate the barrier of these kids getting services. Because what's happening is 
I'm referring kids for treatment, their recommendations are, you know, intensive outpatient, which is a 
couple of hours a day a couple of days a week. And parents are like, "I can't do that. I can't drive them 
20 minutes up Route 8 to get to a treatment program. So we are just not going to do anything or we're 
going to refer them to Mercy." Like, I get into a position where I'm like, "This kid needs help. The parents 
can't do anything. Well, I'm going to ..." They've got this dual ... They've got mental health and drug and 
alcohol stuff going on. We believe that the drug and alcohol is the more intense issue that needs 
addressed, but we're going to at least address it with a mental health provider because they can do 
something better than nothing. But if we can do both in the building, that would be great. So, yes. No 
cost to the district for school-based therapy. There's other agencies that do it, too. Not just Mercy.  One 
minute? Oh.  Any last questions? Sounds like we're about done. Well, I know it's late. It's the last 
session. I appreciate you sticking it out with me. Thank you so much. I'll be sticking around if you do 
have questions. 


